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ABSTRACT
Project Verendus aims to create a resource that would benefit dog lovers by
recommending cafes and restaurants to eat with and bond with their pet. The
resource mainly focuses on showing the location of the restaurants and cafes
on a custom map and recommending a list of cafes and restaurants to the
users. We hope that our resource will serve as a convenient tool of reference
for dog owners to look for dog-friendly cafes and restaurants.

Introduction

1.1 Rationale
Our research from our needs analysis from dog owners show that 53% of
dog owners that participated in the survey find existing websites
inconvenient in showing the real time location of the locations of the
restaurants, with 64.5% of dog owners finding them unupdated. Other
existing lists on the internet are also not updated often and lack a quick
overview of where they are located, so owners will usually have to search the
addresses one by one.So, we compiled a map placed in a website for dog
owners to refer to for directions to their desired cafe. Our website would allow
dog owners to easily find suitable restaurants near their locations, for them
to dine in with their dogs.

1.2 Objective
To allow dog owners to easily find dog friendly cafes and restaurants nearby
where they can bring their dogs to dine at.

1.3 Target audience
Our main target audience is dog owners in Singapore.
1.4 Resources
The resources for this project include an integrated online platform that will
serve as the hub for all our other resources:
- Website which has an interactive Map with all the cafes pinned, and
updated regularly with the latest information on cafes and restaurants
- Instagram account to engage users

2. Review
Our review of the other existing websites is that they don't provide real time
maps to show users where the restaurants actually are, and how close they
are to the restaurants. This may lead to misconceptions and the users are
left dissatisfied as the restaurants they have decided on visiting does not
meet their needs, such as whether there is outdoor or indoor seating, the
type of food serves ad infinitum.
Attached is a screenshot of the website, Woof waggers. It does not provide
the real time location of the location of the restaurant, which is added through
a use of maps to show users the distance of the restaurants from their
location.

3. Methodology
3.1 Needs analysis
We conducted research on what the problems of the existing websites
This was our results
Therefore, we put up a question asking if additional features like an
interactive map and list of restaurants to choose from would be useful.
18 people responded with 5/5 it would be useful, and for the 20 of the lower
ratings, it was mostly because their response was that it was not useful to
them as they did not own a dog.

We wanted to create a website to aid and assist dog lovers in their search
for good dog restaurants as most dog lovers are currently unsatisfied with
dog-lover restaurant websites as seen in the pictures above. This Is where
we come in. We will build a website that can aid other people in actually
finding the places that best fit them by telling them the good things about
every restaurant and why they should go there. We even have a built-in map
to help dog-lovers see precisely where all the restaurants are and help them
decide the best possible place to visit in terms of location, instead of them
finding a perfect restaurant on other dog websites, just to realise it is too far
away, or does not meet their expectations - such as no outdoor dining, too
expensive food ad infinitum.

3.2 Coming up with our resource:
Website:
At first, we made a website on Strikingly, but it did not work out as we could
not add our geo-tagged map
Images of our failed website:

We then switched to Wordpress and redid our website on Wordpress.com.

Above are a few of the many recommended dog friendly restaurants on our
website!
Full website can be accessed under
https://bestdogloversrestaurantsandcafes.wordpress.com/

3.3 Troubles we faced
Firstly, we struggled in getting an idea as whatever we thought of, had
already been done in some way before. However, we eventually thought of
an idea to create an improved version of a dog website, as current dog
websites don't have a built-in map to help people locate the restaurants.

Secondly, when we were gathering suggestions for how to make a good
dog-restaurant website, suggestions came fast, but some were just not
achievable such as customer service, as we had a small team of 4
students, who also had to manage school and extracurricular activities.
However, we did sieve out a few suggestions just like what we could write
about each restaurant that will attract customers.

Lastly, we did not manage to find the right website maker. We chose
Strikingly and all was smooth sailing until we realised this website did not
work as we could not add our geo-tagged map, which was one of our main
features of our website.
However, we found WordPress which was much easier to navigate and we
transferred all our information over

3.4 Pilot test
After launching our website, we put up google forms on feedback of our
website. These are the results.

As shown by the graph, the majority of users for our website provided
positive feedback on the functionality of our website.

When asked on why they think so, users state

There were people who say that the website was not detailed enough, so
we added in more details to every restaurant, making sure every restaurant
had more information on it.

4. Outcome & Discussion

Our project has accomplished our set of goals through the means of this
website with a geotagged map to a convenient and easy tool dog owners to
find restaurants that suit their needs, and we mostly got back positive
feedback from the users of our website. Although we could not add in more
features to help promote bonding between owner and dog, the primary aim
of our project has been achieved and we are happy with the positive
feedback of the website.

5. Conclusion
Project Verendus was a very fulfilling project as we got to help pet owners
and their dogs bond together through recommendations of suitable

restaurants to eat at. At the same time, it was also a challenging one, as we
had to have the technical skills to research, create and eventually publish
the website for the public's use. We are glad that our website received
positive feedback, and are eager to improve it with the latest and updated
information of restaurants and cafes that welcome dogs. We also learnt how
to have patience and be resilient and learn the true meaning of 自强不息.
We did a website before our current one, but it was unsuccessful, but we did
not give up, and decided to try again despite the tight time frame in order to
meet the deadlines for final evaluation and finish this written report. Through
our combined efforts, we have created a useful website for dog lovers.
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